DEER PARK ARCHERS
CODE OF CONDUCT

Junior Archers

Club Members

Be Friendly

Welcome new
members
Talk to other members

Help Other People

Think of Others

Look for arrows
Offer to score
Don’t spend more than
the allotted time
looking for arrows or
moving/setting up
targets

Non-Shooting Parents,
Carers & Responsible
Adults

Coaches

Introduce yourself to
other archers

Make your status
known to the other
archers

Train as a field captain
or ask if there are any
jobs you can do

Ask if the archer
wants help before
stepping in

Can you help look for
arrows or pull arrows?

Consider people’s
limitations and
situation, adjust
your coaching style
to fit the archer

Be positive, don’t
criticise

Ask what they have
been working and
who with

Ask before joining a
target

Be Respectful

Don’t say anything
that may offend others

If you wouldn’t like
someone saying that
about your child, don’t
say it.

Listen to Others

Follow the instructions
of the field captain and
coaches

Respect the officials
and encourage the
same respect in your
charges

Alert the field captain
to dangerous
situations
Be Safe

Look out for other
people who may not be
as aware
Be prepared to call
“fast”

Remember the whistles
& keep to the allocated
areas,
Remember the archers
have priority

Challenge unsafe
behaviour
Avoid putting
yourself in
vulnerable situations

Above All, Have Fun!

Enjoy your archery but
not at other people’s
expense

Your charge is doing
their best, praise the
positive aspects

Don’t overload the
archer,
Work on one thing
at a time and
accentuate the
positives.

You are representing our club at all times – your behaviour, both positive and negative, reflects on
the reputation of our club.
Should a complaint be made that someone is not adhering to the code of conduct, an investigation
will be carried out and appropriate action taken.
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